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ASP-DAC 2001 General Chair’s Message

Welcome to ASP-DAC 2001

On behalf of the Organizing Committee, I would like to welcome you to the Asia and South Pacific Design Automation Conference 2001 (ASP-DAC 2001). This year’s ASP-DAC will be held again in the Pacifico Yokohama, Japan, jointly with Electric Design and Solution Fair 2001. The goal of the ASP-DAC is to provide an international forum for researchers and engineers in academia and industry, in the area of electronic system/VLSI design, and DA/CAD. ASP-DAC is a sister conference of DAC in the USA and DATE in Europe.

We have three excellent keynote speakers this year, who will talk about future directions of Electronics Industries and VLSI design technologies. Dr. Hajime Sasaki, Chairman of NEC Corporation, will give a talk on the role of Semiconductor Industry in the 21st Century. Dr. Ming-Jeh Chien, Chairman of First International Computer, Taiwan, will talk about Market and Technology in PC Products. Dr. Raul Camposano, Chief Technical Officer of Synopsys, USA, will talk on EDA Challenge to SOC solutions. I believe that these three distinguished talk will inspire the attendants to understand and predict the next generation VLSI design technologies.

This year, the Technical Program Committee, under the leadership of Prof. Hiroto Yasuura, Dr. Ravi Pai and Prof. Masaharu Imai reviewed 147 papers to select this year's outstanding Program. 90 papers are selected for their technical excellence, with an emphasis to bring new ideas, new subjects, improved methods and outstanding technical presentations to the Conference.

Papers selected have been organized into four trucks which cover the wide variety of hot topics from system design level to physical design. They also include special sessions such as panels, embedded tutorials. Among them, a special panel is scheduled just after the opening session on Wednesday and another truck consisting of special sessions is planned on Thursday.

A unique feature of ASP-DAC is the University LSI Design Contest, which focuses a real chip design in academia. 19 designs have been selected for poster presentation, from which 3 award winners will be announced at the conference.

On Tuesday, five full day tutorials are scheduled to give complete introductions of state-of-the-art design/CAD topics; (1)SpecC: Specification language and design methodology, (2)IP authoring and SOC integration, verification, and testing, (3)Software development methods for embedded systems, (4)Integrating logic synthesis and timing closure layout for DSM, (5)Design issues regarding wire-line/wireless network chip implementation.

Recent IT revolution is now facing tremendous challenges caused by accelerated scaling down and ever increasing complexity of System-on-Chip. I believe the ASP-DAC 2001 will be a precious opportunity for you to find valuable information by exchanging ideas with CAD researchers, CAD developers, and VLSI designers.

I hope you will have a valuable and enjoyable experience at Yokohama, Japan.

Satoshi Goto
General Chair, ASP-DAC 2001
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Technical Program Co-Chairs’ Message

On behalf of the Technical Program Committee of ASP-DAC 2001, we would like to welcome all of you to ASP-DAC 2001, the first conference on EDA and design technologies in the new century.

The Technical Program Committee of ASP-DAC 2001 is organized by 88 EDA and LSI design professionals with 9 subcommittees. Each subcommittee selected high quality papers on System Design Methodology, Synthesis and Verification in Logic Design, Optimization and Verification in Physical Design, Test Technology and Design for Testability, Analog Circuit Design, Design for Manufacturability, Embedded Systems and Software, Reconfigurable Systems, and Design Experiments, respectively. Prof. Dongik Lee also independently organized a committee for special sessions on “Asynchronous System Design”. 161 papers were submitted to the regular and special sessions from 20 countries/regions. 83 papers are accepted as regular papers and 14 papers for short presentation. In the accepted papers, 80 papers are from academia. Best paper awards are presented to the highest quality papers among all accepted papers. 2 papers are awarded by the Best Paper Selection Committee in the Technical Program Committee.

These technical papers are complemented by an exciting mix of a panel discussion and invited talks on hot topics as well as educational embedded tutorials. Prof. Hidetoshi Onodera moderates a panel discussion entitled “Beyond the Red Brick Wall: Challenges and Solutions in 50nm Physical Design”. Four distinguish researchers are invited as invited speakers and their talks will address the directions of design methodologies for ultra deep submicron era (A6-a and B1-3), low power circuit design (C4-1) and system synthesis technology (C2-1). Eight tutorial talks by top scientists are also embedded in the technical sessions. The subjects of the embedded tutorials cover recent important progresses in design for manufacturability (B2-3), mixed signal simulation (B4-4), test technology (D4-1), low power design and compiler techniques for embedded systems (D3-1 and D5-1), and reconfigurable computation (C7-3). Another 2 tutorial talks on asynchronous system design are embedded in the special sessions (E3-1 and E4-1).

As co-chairs of Technical Program Committee, we want to thank all of members of the committee, people who reviewed papers, moderators of sessions, and all of authors and speakers who submitted papers and will give talks in the conference. We also appreciate the publication chair, Prof. Kiyoharu Hamaguchi and TPC secretaries, Dr. Hiroshi Date and Dr. Tohru Ishihara for their dedications to prepare the technical program and the proceedings. Thanks are also due to Mr. Makoto Sugihara and Mr. Sozo Inoue, who developed and maintained an electric submission and review system, which is firstly introduced to this conference. Their efforts made the conference more popular and more international.

We hope that you will find new directions of EDA and design technologies in the program and the proceedings of ASP-DAC 2001.

Hiroto Yasuura   Ravi Pai
Co-Chairs, ASP-DAC 2001 Program Committee
ASP-DAC 2001 Best Papers

B1.1 “Correlation Method of Circuit-Performance and Technology Fluctuations for Improved Design Reliability”,

C6.3 “Design Rewiring Based on Diagnosis Techniques”,
A. Veneris (Univ. of Toronto, Canada), M. S. Abadir (Motorola Inc, USA), I. Ting (Alcatel Corp, Canada)
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University LSI Design Contest Co-Chairs’ Message

The University LSI Design Contest was conceived as a unique program of ASP-DAC Conference. The purpose of the Contest is to encourage education and research in LSI design, and its realization on chips at universities, and other educational organizations by providing the opportunities to present and discuss innovative and state-of-the-art designs at the conference.

Application areas and types of circuits include (1) Analog and Mixed-Signal Circuits, (2) Digital Signal Processing, (3) Microprocessors, and (4) Custom Application Specific Circuits. Methods or technology used for implementation include (a) Full Custom and Cell-Based LSIs, (b) Gate Arrays, and (c) Field Programmable Devices, including FPGA/PLDs. Actual implementation on real devices is mandatory.

This year, nineteen selected designs from four countries/areas will be disclosed in Session A1 with a short presentations followed by live discussions in front of posters. Two out of the nineteen designs are in analog and mixed signal circuits, five designs span applications in digital signal processing, two microprocessor designs, and ten custom application specific circuits. Demonstrations on the achievements will also be made for some of the designs. Opportunities for demonstrations at eD&S Fair 2001 will be provided for the above designs.

Submitted designs were reviewed by the members of the University Design Contest Committee based on the following criteria: Reliability of design and implementation, Quality of implementation, Performance of the design, Novelty, and Additional Special features. In the selection process, emphasis was placed more on reliability, quality, and performance. As a result, the nineteen designs were selected. Also, we have instituted one outstanding design award and two special feature awards.

It is with great pleasure that we acknowledge the contributions to the Design Contest, and it is our earnest belief that it will promote and enhance research and education in LSI design in academic organizations. It is also our hope that many people not only in academia but in industry will attend the contest and enjoy the stimulating discussions.

Hidetoshi Onodera and S.K.Nandy
Co-Chairs, University LSI Design Contest Committee

Tadahiro Kuroda
Vice Chair, University LSI Design Contest Committee
ASP-DAC 2001 University LSI Design Contest Awards

Outstanding Design Award

Single Chip 3D Rendering Engine Integrating Embedded DRAM Frame Buffer and Hierarchical Octet Tree (HOT) Array Processor with Bandwidth Amplification
Yong-Ha Park, *Seon-Ho Han, and Hoi-Jun Yoo
(Department of Electrical Engineering, Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology, *Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute)

Outstanding Design Award presented for the implementation of a high performance rendering engine integrating array processors in a hierarchical octet tree structure with embedded DRAM buffers for low power and high bandwidth operations.

Special Feature Award

A Smart Position Sensor for 3-D Measurement
Tomohiro Nezuka, Masashi Hoshino, Makoto Ikeda, and Kunihiro Asada
(Department of Electronics Engineering, VLSI Design and Education Center, The University of Tokyo)

Special Feature Award presented for a smart position sensor for 3-D measurement integrating a pixel array with variable block address decoder that enables quad-tree scan for efficient position sensing.

Special Feature Award

A Parallel Vector Quantization Processor Featuring An Effective Search Algorithm for Real-time Motion Picture Compression
Toshiyuki Nozawa, Makoto Imai, Masanori Fujibayashi, and Tadahiro Ohmi
(Department of Electronic Engineering, Tohoku University, New Industry Creation Hatchery Center, Tohoku University)

Special Feature Award presented for a parallel vector quantization processor incorporating a two-step search algorithm for real-time encoding of moving pictures.
Keynote Address I

“Role of the Semiconductor Industry in the 21st Century
= Human Talent is the heart of the Information Society =”

Hajime Sasaki

Chairman, NEC Corporation, Japan

The impact of the rapidly expanding IT Revolution can be compared to the invention in the 15th century of the Gutenberg printing press. It has often been said that the information age is around the corner, but it is clearly occurring now.

There are three major revolutionary changes that have led to the information society. First is the breakthrough development of semiconductor technology, which began with the invention of the transistor, the base of today’s most complicated semiconductors. Second is the development of the Internet, which has made it possible to distribute information on a worldwide scale. Last is the Mobile revolution, which has truly placed the power of the information revolution in the individual’s pocket. Through Mobile tools and Internet infrastructure, the power of knowledge will be the driving force of social change. This is the heart of the Information Society.

Over the past 50 years, the industrial seed supporting the Information Society has been the semiconductor. The application of this technology has progressed greatly from its birth in the monstrous ENIAC that calculated artillery distance to the present day PC computer that sits on your desktop. Moreover, the role of the semiconductor will continue its importance as the Internet and Mobile trend looks to continue its rapid growth.

However, there are certain challenges in front of the semiconductor industry’s growth path. One is found in the changing competitive landscape as evidenced by the blooming System on a Chip market. From now, IP strategy will be the factor determining success or failure. Scales of economy will not create winning products. It will be the most advanced technology that wins a customer’s order. Furthermore, market forces will efficiently match the right companies with the right IP at the right time.

As we approach the sub 0.1-micrometer design rule era, the main challenge faced is not in the hardware; on the contrary, it is faced in the ability to design chips that maximize the capability of the hardware. Up until now, the main focus of the semiconductor industry was to concentrate on the improvement of manufacturing equipment and the hardware itself. From now, the ability to enhance design efficiency will become just as important.

As the foundation of design is human knowledge, it is important to remember that education is critical to the enhancement and development of design technology. Investing in design equipment will not be the only way to bring about dramatic increases in productivity, as is the case in the hardware side of the business. Investment in developing qualified design engineers will be just as important. However, human knowledge cannot be developed in a day. It requires the combined efforts of industry, government and academia thinking from a strategic perspective to incubate the human talent necessary to ensure continued improvements in the semiconductor industry.
Keynote Address II

“Market and technology in PC products”

Ming-Jeh Chien

Chairman, First International Computer, Taiwan

The future will see continued PC growth supported by the internet applications.

On one hand, the increasingly - complicated applications and huge database demand high performance CPU. Software vendors now have the H/W to develop more processing intensive S/W in area such as MPEG-4, Audio/Video, Voice recognitions, virtual reality and internet gaming. This will certainly need leading technology to meet high speed/low power requirement.

On the other hand, explosive needs to access information through internet demand user - friendly devices such as internet appliances, PDA etc. Internet appliances are user - application oriented products. The success depends more on the marketing strategy than the leading technology. The good example is the cellular phone hand set. In fact, the boundary between phone and PDA is blurry, since PDA is including wireless communication capability.
System-on-Chip (SOC) design presents formidable challenges, with profound ramifications for the design tools needed. These challenges can be classified into three categories: technology, complexity, and system design.

First, advancing technology involves new materials, smaller feature sizes, and faster clock speeds. In this environment, what were previously parasitics become first-order effects. The first to impact design is the RC-delay (resistance-capacitance) of the wires or interconnect, which has resulted in the problem of timing closure. To obtain timing closure, it is necessary to unify synthesis, placement, and, eventually, routing into one electronic design automation (EDA) solution that can optimize logic and interconnect simultaneously. The next problem is the degradation of signal integrity, which can be caused by capacitive and inductive cross coupling, by IR voltage drop (current-resistance), and by substrate noise injection. The EDA tool solution in this case consists of fast and accurate analysis that can drive avoidance and correction of signal integrity problems primarily in routing, as well as in synthesis and placement. EDA tools must also increasingly address other unwanted side effects, such as electro migration, wire self-heat, hot electron device degradation, process antenna effect, and thermal stress.

The second challenge is complexity. Today, large SoCs consist of tens of millions of transistors, resulting in hundreds of millions of rectangles, with an increase of at least another order of magnitude over the next few years. The only way to address such large designs is through hierarchy (a chip composed of blocks) and the use of pre-designed blocks called “intellectual property” (IP). No SoC today is designed without using at least two levels of hierarchy, as well as IP in the form of memory, processors, etc. As a result, hierarchy support in EDA tools is essential. The trend towards hierarchical chip-level tools, such as extraction, synthesis, timing analysis, etc., is accelerating, adding to the complexity of the EDA tools themselves. Furthermore, a uniform treatment of hierarchy among related tools (or all tools) becomes a necessity.

The third challenge is in system design. As semiconductors become larger parts of electronic systems, all the way to a complete system on a chip, system design increasingly encompasses chip design and vice versa. This phenomenon increases the need for system-level EDA tools that integrate well with the traditional logical and physical tools used for chip design. System design is more domain specific, or vertical, than the more generic, or horizontal, logical and physical design. This difference results in various system-level abstractions, such as DSP, reactive control, protocols, etc., which must be addressed by EDA tools. Reaching for a higher level of abstraction poses even more challenges to the development of such tools.

This presentation poses EDA solutions to these challenges, gives concrete examples, and argues that complete solutions, rather than point tools, will increasingly and justifiably dominate the EDA field.
ASP-DAC 2001 Executive Panel Discussion

Secrets to Success in a Start-Up EDA Business

Organizer:  T. Kozawa - STARC, Japan
Moderator:  J. Goodsel - Simplex Solutions and CoWare
Panelists:  S. S. Wang - NAssda Corp.
           B. Rosenthal - Tensilica
           D. Fairbairn - Simutech Corp.
           M. Tsai - Axis
           H. Hasegawa - HD Lab.
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(Special Session) University LSI Design Contest
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CALL FOR PAPERS AND PARTICIPATION

A Joint Conference in 2002

The Seventh Asia and South Pacific Design Automation Conference

TOPICS OF INTEREST: Papers are invited on topics related to, but not limited to, the following areas: System-on-a-chip design, IP based design, DSP design, processor design, ASIC design, analog/mixed-signal design, VLSI in specific domains such as wireless communication, broadband access, multimedia, networking, etc., low power design, hardware/software co-design, high level synthesis, logic synthesis, simulation, formal verification, static timing analysis, interconnect analysis, issues in deep submicron VLSI, design for reliability, design for manufacturability, all aspects of test and DFT, physical design, programmable devices, reconfigurable architectures, CMOS devices, integrated circuits manufacturing, device modeling and simulation, MEMS, design methodologies, electronic design automation algorithms and tools.

PAPER SUBMISSION: Please submit previously unpublished papers electronically (as postscript or pdf files) on the conference website by July 14, 2001. The manuscript should clearly state the novel ideas, results and applications of the contribution. Please identify the contact author and include the complete mailing address, e-mail address, telephone and/or fax numbers of the authors. Papers should not exceed 15 double-spaced pages including figures and references. The papers will be selected on the basis of peer reviews. Authors will be notified of acceptance by August 31, 2001. Camera-ready papers should be submitted on the conference web site by September 28, 2001.

TUTORIALS: This conference will dedicate two days to six full-day tutorials on recent topics in VLSI Design and EDA. Topics are open at this time, and speakers are encouraged to submit proposals in any area of VLSI design and EDA. Please submit proposals on the conference website by May 25, 2001.

SPECIAL SESSIONS: Proposals for special sessions (a set of related papers on a subject) will be considered for inclusion in the technical program. Special session proposal should include a two-page summary of the session and a list of papers on the conference website. Papers in the list should be submitted according to the paper submission guidelines. This material should be submitted on the website by July 14, 2001. Papers that are part of the special session will go through the same peer review process as regular papers.

EXHIBITS: The conference provides a unique opportunity for vendors of VLSI design tools and services to display their products/services. Exhibition space is limited and those interested should immediately contact the Exhibits Chair.

AWARDS: A Best Paper Award (Prof. A. K. Choudhury Award), a Best Student Paper Award and two Honorable Mention Awards will be given. Student authors should be identified on the manuscripts. Papers with first author as a student author will be eligible for the Best Student Paper Award. The conference will also run a design contest. Please check conference website for contest rules and submit contest entries by September 28, 2001.

FELLOWSHIPS: The Steering Committee will award fellowships, based on need and merit, to partially cover expenses of attendees. Application forms will be available at the conference website. Completed applications should be submitted on the website by October 15, 2001. Travel grants are also available for ACM SIGDA members.

IMPORTANT DATES:
Conference dates : January 7-11, 2002
Tutorial proposals submission : May 25, 2001
Regular papers submission : July 14, 2001
Acceptance notification to authors : August 31, 2001
Camera-ready papers : September 28, 2001
Design contest entries : September 28, 2001

For more information, please visit the website:
CALL FOR DESIGNS AND PARTICIPATION

A Joint Conference in 2002

The Seventh Asia and South Pacific Design Automation Conference

ASPDAC 2002

The Fifteenth International Conference on VLSI Design

VLSI DESIGN 2002

January 7-11, 2002, Bangalore, India

In Cooperation with: (under approval)

IEEE

Sponsored by: (under approval)

VLSI Society of India (VSI)
Department of Electronics, Government of India
IEEE Circuits and System Society
ACM SIGDA

As a unique feature of 2002, ASPDAC and VLSI Design will be held as a single joint conference. Accordingly, the design contests associated with these two conferences are also being merged.

The aim of the Contest is to encourage education and research in state-of-the-art in VLSI design and its realization at universities and other educational organizations.

Original VLSI circuit designs that meet some of the following conditions are highly solicited for submission from students worldwide:

(1) Designed, and actually implemented on chips or other educational organizations during the last two years.
(2) Designs that report actual measurements from implementations
(3) Innovative design prototypes

Interesting or excellent designs selected will be honored by providing opportunities for presentation in a special session at the conference. Awards will be given to outstanding designs selected from those presented at the conference.

Based on the merit of the design submitted from within India, it might be possible to offer fabrication support for selected submissions.

Areas of Design:
Application areas, or types of circuits, include (not limited to):
(1) Analog and Mixed-Signal Circuits
(2) Digital Signal Processing
(3) Microprocessors
(4) Custom Application Specific Circuits

Methods, or technology, used for implementation include (not limited to):
(a) Full Custom and Cell-Based LSIs
(b) Gate Arrays
(c) Field Programmable Devices, including FPGA/PLDs
(d) Hardware-Software Co-Design

Submission of Design Descriptions:
It is requested to send to the Conference Secretariat, 10 copies of the summary in camera-ready format in English, that satisfy the following conditions:

(1) The cover page should include
(i) indication that it is an application for University LSI Design Contest
(ii) title of the design
(iii) authors and affiliations
(iv) speaker
(v) mailing address, Phone No., Fax No., and e-mail address of the contact author
(vi) area of the application and implementation method, expressed using the codes shown in the above Areas of Design (e.g. “3-a” for a full custom microprocessor)
(vii) clear and brief description on the application, originality, and other features of the design
(viii) contribution of each author, if the LSI is jointly developed with non-academic parties

(2) The summary is requested to be written within 2 pages, including figures, tables, and references. Specification of the camera-ready format is available at our web site http://www.aspdac.com.

(3) It is strongly recommended that measured experimental results and a chip micrograph should be included. If the experimental results and the chip micrograph have not been prepared before the deadline of submission, the authors can send the revised paper including them later.

Review process:
The following criteria will be applied in the selection of designs:
(1) Reliability of design and implementation
(2) Quality of implementation
(3) Performance of the design
(4) Novelty of application, algorithm, architecture

Interesting or excellent designs selected will be presented at a special session of the conference.

Awards:
Also, the following awards will be given to a few number of outstanding designs, selected from those presented at the conference.

(1) Outstanding design award
(2) Special feature awards

Presentation:
An author of each selected design will be required to make a short presentation at a special session of ASP-DAC 2002/VLSI DESIGN 2002. A digest of each design to be presented will be included in the conference proceedings.

Important dates:

Summary submission: July 28, 2001
Experimental results and chip micrograph submission: September 8, 2001
Acceptance notification to participants: October 13, 2001
Camera-ready papers: November 17, 2001

For more information, please visit the website:
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